# Adult Future Releases

## DECEMBER 2022
- Beaton, M. C. – *Devil's Delight*
- Brooks-Dalton, Lily – *The Light Pirate*
- Cameron, Marc – *Tom Clancy Red Winter*
- Cook, Robin – *Night Shift*
- Cornwell, Bernard – *Sharpe's Command*
- Dailey, Janet – *Blue Moon Haven*
- Eisler, Barry – *Amok*
- Klassen, Julie – *The Sisters of Sea View*
- Smiley, Jane – *A Dangerous Business*
- Kapelke-Dale, Rachel – *The Ingenue*
- Kirsanow, Peter – *W.E.B. Griffin The Devil’s Weapons*

## JANUARY 2023
- Bardugo, Leigh – *Hell Bent*
- Benedict, Marie – *The Mitford Affair*
- Carlsson, Christoffer – *Blaze Me a Sun*
- Clipston, Amy – *Something Old, Something New*
- Coble, Colleen – *Dark of Night*
- Fuller, Kathleen – *The Courtship Plan*
- Grippando, James – *Code 6*
- Harper, Jane – *The Exiles*
- Hawkins, Rachel – *The Villa*
- Hazelwood, Ali – *Looath to Love You*
- Hunter, Stephen – *The Bullet Garden*
- Johnstone, Carole – *The Blackhouse*
- Kapoor, Deepti – *Age of Vice*
- Koontz, Dean – *The House at the End of the World*
- Krentz, Jayne Ann – *Sleep No More*
- Kubica, Mary – *Just the Nicest Couple*
- Lipman, Elinor – *Ms. Demeanor*
- Patterson, James – *Countdown*

## FEBRUARY 2023
- Beaton, M. C. – *Death of a Traitor*
- Berry, Steve – *The Last Kingdom*
- Box, C. J. – *Storm Watch*
- Dailey, Janet – *A Calder at Heart*
- Johansen, Iris – *More than Meets the Eye*
- Kellerman, Jonathan – *Unnatural History*
- Mosley, Walter – *Every Man a King*
- Moyes, Jojo – *Someone Else's Shoes*
- Patterson, James – *3 Days to Live*
- Robb, J. D. – *Encore in Death*
- Robotham, Michael – *Lying Beside You*

## MARCH 2023
- Berg, Elizabeth – *Earth’s the Right Place for Love*
- Brunstetter, Wanda – *Letters of Trust*
- Burcell, Robin – *Clive Cussler's The Serpent's Eye*
- Childs, Laura – *Lemon Curd Killer*
- Coben, Harlan – *I Will Find You*
- Landay, William – *All That is Mine I Carry with Me*
- Mallery, Susan – *The Sister Effect*
- Patterson, James – *The House of Wolves*
- Scottoline, Lisa – *Loyalty*
- Steel, Danielle – *Worthy Opponents*
- Walls, Jeannette – *Hang the Moon*